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Greening the Antarctic
he ecological consequences of climate change
in the polar regions are becoming increasingly
evident.A study in theAntarctic now shows
how terrestrial vegetation may be responding
to rising temperatures. Amesbury et al ana-

lyzed peat cores spanningthe past 150 years {rom
moss banks in the western Antarctic Peninsula.
Multiple proxies in the cores-including carbon iso-
tope discrimination, populations of testate amoebae,
and the balance of moss groMh and decomposi-
tion-are indicative of an increase in biological
activity overthe pas150 years, coinciding with the
increasing rate oftemperature rise.This activity is
likelyto lead tofurthergreening in the Antarctic, as is

already evident inArctic landscapes. -AMS
Curr. Biol.27 .l(zOV\.

Aniarcllc moss banks show increased biological activity
consistent with the effecb of warming tempeEturcs.
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tribution to sea level, but the geometry ard
flow of the shelf affect the position of the
$ounding line. This raises the possibility
that change in the ice shelf can ddve charge
at the $ounding line, which can in turn
drive chanSe in the ice sheet.

Flux through the grounding line is the
product of the depth-average ice speeil antl
the tiickness at that boundary The speed

itself depends on the ice thickness, making
flux at the grounding line a strong function
of ice thickness there. Because the sea.floor
gXows deeper and ice thickness increases
toward the interior of the Wr{IS, a per-
turbation that causes the grounding line
to retreat also tenils to inqease the flux.
Once initiated, reheat a.lways proceeds into
thicker ice and may thus be unstoppable (5).

Speed at the $ounding line also depends
on the shess gradient aqoss the transition.
The buGet between driving stresses due to
STavity ard resistive stresses arising from
contacts with materials at the boundaries of
the ice determine tlle gradient. In many paxts
of the ice sheet, particulaxly its marine sec-
tors, materials at the boundaries are weak,
ard the stess ba.lance is nonlocal. Tlaction
under fast-flowing paxts of the grouniled
ice sheet, traction along inegularly shaped
coa.stal maxgins, and compression where the

Precarious position
WAIS grounding lines are vulnerable because ofthe inland-deepening
bed a1d collection rorhe ocean.

lceflows in the direction of its su rface slope due to gravity. Properties of the ice
and materials atthe boundaries determine otherterms inthe stress budpet.

An externalforcjng can cause runaway ground ing line retreat ifthe perturbation

to the stress budger is self-sustaining.

seafloor shoals ard the floating
ice runs aglound to form ice
rises and ice rumples aI modiry
flow across the grounding line
ard therefore mediate ground-
ing line position (d-9).

Whether or not a climate
forcing that causes an initial
retreat of the gounding line
yields self-sustained reheat
depends on both t}le inland-
ileepening bed antl a positive
feedback in the stress bualget
that continually overcomes the
flow-limiting effects alescribeil
above. Additional processes-
such as isostatic rebound,
subglacial sediment transport
anil deposition, ocean circula-
tion in the cavity uniler the ice
shelf, crevasse propagation, and
meltwater on the ice shelf sur-
face-also change conditions at
the boundaxies of the floating
ice and at the grounding line
(2). These processes may either
suppress or enhance grounil-
ing line reheat and must all
be taken into account when we
speculate about the future or
interpret curent observations,

Remote-sensing data show
that changes in the thickness
and flow of WAIS ice shelves
vaxy in space ard time Go).
Along the Amundsen Sea coast,
floating ice is thinning, glound-
ing lines are reteating, and the
grounileil ice upstream of these
boundaries is speeding up. On
the Ross and Ronne-Filchner
ice shelves, both thickening and
thinning are observed, and the
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Is ice sheet collapse in
West Antarctica wwtopp able?
Most climate scenarios paint a bleak future
for the West Antarctic Ice Sheet

B3f Christina Uulb€

orty years ago, Mercer ruised an alarm
by connecting climate warrning with
collapse of the West Antarctic Ice
Sheet (WAIS) ard substantial sea
level rise in both the past and future
(l). Since then, observations have pro-

liferate4 yielding improved understand-
ing of ice sheet processes ard
making clear that the WAIS is
highly r,-ulnerable to future cli-
mate charge (2). Yet, despite
this progress, projections of the'
future mte of change car vary
by a factor of 10 for the same
climate warming scenario, pro-
ducing difrerent time sca-les for
collapse; whether the moalel ice
sheets collapse depends on the
level of waxming (3,4). Belter
understanding of the different
model outcomes car help to
inform how we set greenhouse
gas emissions goa.ls and plan for
future sea level rise.

The tundamental challenges
to WAIS stability arise from the
fact that its base rests mainly
on the sea.floor. Ice that ac-
cumulates in the Antaxctic in-
te or flows towaxd the coast,
speeding up arld thinning in
the process, Because the bed
lies below sea level, thinning
eventually leads the ice to float
on the ocean surface, forming
an ice shelf. Ice shelves con-
nect the 1VAIS with the ocean
and with relatively warm paxts
of the atmosphere, presenting
a pathway for climate warm-
ing to drive rapid charge in the
gTounded ice G).

If we were to take only one
measure of WAIS well-being, it
would probably be the position
of the $ounding line, the line
of transition from the gxounded
to floating paxts of the system.
Because it is floating, the ice
shelf has aheady made its con-
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sign of the ehange can iswitch on multiyea,r
time scales.

Consistent witl the theoretical expeda-
tion lhat extemal environmental forcing
car destabilize W,{IS grounding lines, the
observed retreat anal speetlup along the
Amundsen Sea coast is associated rvith
relatively warm Circumpolax Deep water
(CDW) intrualing on the coqtinenta,l shelf
(2). As long as warm rvater remains in con-
tact with the ice, retreat is expecteil to con-
tinue. Self-sustained reheat, v/hich \floulal
persist even without the marine forcing.
requires grounding line suess budgets in
which the forces that limit retreat are over-
come. That thresholal may have aheady been
crosseil in the Amundsen Se4 but nothing
similar appears to be under way elsewhere
in the WAIS. Computational models must
be used to iletermine the circumstances un-
der ryhich otler sectors vroulal alSo start to
reheat ard cross that thrcsholal.

Ice sheet models driven by the sa,me fu-
ture-rMarming scenario yielal alifferent rates
of charge, depenaling on hovr bounilary
processes are parameterized. Yet, tlie mod-
els agree on one thin$ When driven with
euvironmental variables from mid-range
ard high-end global warming scenarios,
a.ll predict collapse of the WAIS. At the
higher end, marine ice sectors of the East
Antarctic Ice Sheet also retreat. However,
when the climate forcing follorvs a lower-
end scenario (ll), retreat is limited (r, 4). In
this case, once the melting stops, the rate of
retreat declines ard gxounaling Unes stabi-
lize. The implication is that large commit-
teal retreats, which continue long af,ter the
peak in grcenhouse gas emissions, may not
be inevitable.

Is a futule without wiilespread charge
in West Altarctica possible? To arswer this
question, we need to know more about )dhy
runaway retreat does not happen in the
lower-end model scenarios. Models ofEarth
system processes are inevitably incomplete,
and ice sheet moalels axe no exception. If
there is something the moilels miss eDtirely,
it probably lies in a part ofthe system that is
one ofthe haxdest to observe: the ocean cav-
ity under the floating ice. Progress thereforc
requires nev/ observational stutlies of ocear
circulation arrd melt/freeze plocesses under
the ice shelves; morq ard more aletaileil
observational and modeling studies of the
pathways by which relatively warm water
can access the gxounaling line; anil better
geologic records of paat ocear cavity coudi-
tions arld gxounding line response. Projects
sudr as the $orving U.K/U.S. colaboration
to stuilv Thwaites Glacier on the Amunilsen
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The grounding line of the Ross lce Shelt at the conlluence of MacAyeal and Bindschadler ice streams. The

smooth, low slope surface of the ice shelf indicates that the ice is floating, The undulating surface of the ice

streams shows that the ice is ground€d.

sea coast (12) anal New zealand-leal efforts
to monitor ocean circulation a.nd recover
sealiments unaler the Ross Ice Shelf a"re es-
sential to this purpose.

If the low-end ice sheet scenarios a"re in-
co$ect or if ttre required greenhouse gas

emissions goals are not achievable, we need
to know more about ttre processes anal feeal-
backs ttrat set the pace ofWAlS retreat. This
alemanils not only better knourlealge of the
processes identifieil above, but also a better
untlersta,ualiug of the vast paxameter space
in vrhich the models useal to project the
future. operate. Rather thar relyiDg on in-
tuition about vthich processes are the most
important and on computation-iDteDsive
forwaxil searches of these spaces, we should
also use statistical inference io iilentif
moalel biases aud attribute uncertainty in
thet projections to specific processes Gt).
Wittrout these dive$e approaches, rve may
never correcdy uuderstaral ttre implications
of difrerent emissions scenarios or whetler
in adtlition to centuries of committeil ice
sheet change, we should start planning for
a sea level contribution that rearhes 20 cm

per decade by the yeax 2100 (3) or laxes one-
tenth of that amount (4). r
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